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This whole sympd4ium is concerned with influences on Childrens
10

.'sex role behavior beyond thOse .operating within the nuclear family.

-I.f you exclude the child's theinteraction w*th mother and 'father,
0

it's aimost certain that the gre;:test.influence on the acquisition

1 6

P
J,

of sex role development is to' be found in the ,Various mass mediae::
rt

Children sperid incredible amounts of time Natching. television,, (-
. . ?r). , .. ,

.

readina books, 'and ci-oing t6 the' movies. Among these various. media,
,

it hasbecoMb/pretty clear, that television is capable of havihg a

groat impact on the child's development. .Even if you make a very
,

conservativeestimate.hat,the average child watches TV 16 hours.

ppr week, -Luis L,nmeans that by the ages of only ao the child has al-
'

ready viewed over 6,000 hours of TV. That also includes about

225,0,00 comterci ls.

It has been known .for some time now that children can acquire

o

a',,broad, range, of behaviors, attitudes, andemotional.reactions ,.17

,-----A> 'obseiving either jive or symbolic models. While, I don't 'have time
- _ 4.

, -to 4o into that research li,teratur,_I bring
.

it up simply is a
o

moans of suggestina that there'isLevery reason to assume that childen

will acf-luire sex role stereotypic behavior and attitudes,if those
.

. . .4
Stere otypes. are ,depicted in TV programMi4g. Lf the ob"servation of-

!! -

This r?,-toer gas 1.fresnted iA a'symposium on 'Envir(;6ental'a9pects
6!- 1)ehavior:' Studies :seyond Ehe nuclear faMily" (L3everly
iiras, .c.1,;xl.r.:,erson) at t.,e me.Aing of the Soci.(2ty for Pesearch in
cail6 P ',71odmept, DLnver,'Apr'il, 1975.
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modelpresent0 on TV .does h

-

hive a significant iroact on children:s.
.

,---

1earning of ,sex role stereotyp ,-then children who watch 'A v,iahl
\,

4
D.

sex role.. stereotyped.programs 8

readily -thanlChil'dren who watch/ program with low amounts if stereo7

typing.. On the other hand, if it can be shown that most TV program-

ming is highly-sex role stereotyped,,We would ,then only need to
.

uld Acquire th'eseistereotypes,more

Show a.relationship between amount of TV viewing ti to 4nd degree of

`acquisition of knowledge ,of sex stereotyped behaviom, So, lets

eXamine the behaviors and attitudes exhibited. by male and, female TV

models.

There have now beennquite a number of analyses of the amount of

aggression depicted in"different types of television programming,

but very few attempts have been made to determine thu amount of

tsex typing depicted. At this time, I knovvf only two studies

which analyze the nature of role models - Present 'in TV programs

intended` for children.% One of these (Sternglanz and Serbin, 1974) ,

was completed by Sally aternglanz4and Lisa Serbin, who are also

seated at this, table. They had..seeVeral judges ratemale_and female
c-2:3

10
role models inodifferent childrqn's programs.on 12 different

behavioral categories. The

Olobetrotters,1' "Superman,"

programs included "Popeye,' "The Harlem
,>i'Bewitched," "S6brina the Teenage Witch,"

. C?li.1 Dream of Jeannie," "Archie's TV Funnies;" "Scooby-Doo,":, "Josie
. .

(7

,..

' a
.

and the-Pussycats," and ."Pebbles and Bamm-Bamm." The first things

they foUnd out was that a number of the most popular children's
0

)rograms couldn't..even be included in the study because they di 't

0
wd

;lithe a single female.charater. Of those programs that were

studied', 67% of the cnaracters were males and 33% werefemales.

Cti
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Also, the characters. playing ba dtguy,rOles were almost always.

males; females rarely had evil characteristics. They found that-
.

males.weie significantly more likely than females to 12e depicted

as aggressive, instructive, and succorant, while fem:.les were more
a

likely to be depicted as being deterrent and as being punished for

being very active. Fem4les' behavior also tended to have no real

environmental impact or. consequence, In the other study, Streicher
\.. c

.

, ,

in 1974;, ,had judges rate the Saturday and Sunday Aorning cartoons

over a weOlc'pertiod in 1972:- In this study s he was only interested
.

,

.
. 1

.

.

in the emale 4ole :li odels presented. In 'general, she found
.

that
..,, -\

cartbon females-were less numerous than males, and they also made
%.- ..

i6 fewer appeazfances when they were .present. They had fewer lines,
, ° 0 k, 0

played fewer roles,, were less active, occupied many 'fewer positions

of responsibility, were°1ess noisy, and were much more juven4e

than uales. T.lother? 0 in these cartoons tended to` only in the

nouse,l'and males did not participate at a4 in'the

,The two most thorough studieS'of sex-typing in TV programming

were hased on an analysis of orime -time, television.pvgrardsr. In

0
One of .ttl4e studies', Gbrbner (1972) obse ved 762 leading characters

in dramatic programs over .a 3-ypar period-betwer 1967 and p69.

tni, other, T;adesco (1974-) anAlyzed the amount of sex typing

occurring in hon=crr toon prime time idrograms.over a 4-year period

botween 1969 ;:.n.d. 1972. Together, these 'studies indicated'that:
.

1) Oni.
.

one - all the leading cna acters were fema1e.

-2) Female character-0 were much younger than males.

3) Femaaes-wei.e :core likely to be depicted as married, or "about to

be" magried,-.
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4) Women were kost likely to be cast in a leading role when some

kind of family or romantic interest was central to the plot. In

most cases some-suggestion of sex was present.

5) Males were more likely to be cast in serious roles, whilie females

were more likely to be cast in comic or light roles.

6) Cenerally males were more likely to initiate violence, but

females were more-likely to be victims. When females did 'engage in

some form of violence, they were much less likely than males to

get away with it.

7) Almost two-tVirds of all females were unemployed in contrast to

D only one-third pf all males. Of those that were employed some

form of professional employment was most characteristic of both

sexes. But the malts who ,were employed-tended to be fairly equally

distributed across such employment areas) as entertainment, business.,
,

governMent, health-and education, while over 50% of; the females
a

,were employed in some kind of entertainTrit area.
4

*

8) Finally, data obtained-on the.personality profiles of the

9
'leading characters, using a.semantic differential type scald, indi-

;cated that females were dapicted as being more Tractive, more

happy, warmer, more sociable, more fair, more peaceful, and more
),,.

. .,'
,

,-)
useful. ales were rated as being more rational, smarter, more

-...

.
'

.
.

.

.powerful,1 more stqle, and tolerant.
. ' .....y

.

One final study is especially relevant to(the data I will pre-
.

'sent shortly. Courtney and Whipple (1974) investigated the male.

arid female role models that were provided on TV commercials between t

04, 19,71 and 1973. Thy found that over 85% of the voice-overs in thee
r.

commercials studies were men. Women were however, just aboUt as

1

0
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,likely as men'to be seen in the rlal e of product representative..,

But the limits Of this equality can be seen 'in:the types ofproducts

tha .were represented 1;ymalesjand by. females. They,found that
a

women, were seen in a much more limited variety- of occupations

than they actually participate in. 11.n one of their. studies, the

found that 75% of the advertisementS-USing women as models involved" --

products found in the kihen or theThathroom. So,-"The world for

women in the ads is a domestic one, where women, are housewives
0

4who worry, about cleanliness and food preparation and serve their.

.husbands_ and childreil. Seldom.isa.woman shown combining

home elaplOyment with management of her liofie and personal life."

(p. 116 -117) Men, on the other hand, tended to be,vshown as bene7.

ficiaries,of women's work inside the house rather than making some

--a-,contribution to household work. Male product representatives were

usually,portrayed as being more dominarit, as advice givers, and as

demonstrators. They were depicted in a much broader variety of

occupations, while women were usually depicted.in some kind of home

oc6upation or in the family..

So fromthe limited, data that have been obtained, it appears

that traditional sex role serebtypes are present in most aspegts

of television programming; this includes cartoons and other: programs

for- children, dramatic prime-time programs, a nd sommercials. Since

this is the case,.itfollo;3S that the greater. the overall amount of

TV watc;iing by the child, the greater should be his acquisition of

knowledge bf those stereotypes. An analysis of the specific programs

watched is not really necessary, since} mast programs are highly

stereotyp ed. Although, bf course, if individual prograMb were .
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rated-for thejamount of'sex typing depicted, we would expect children
..-

. '

n a A,

who watched a greatex praportion af highly sex typed programs
.

,

learn tradvtional.stereotyped most readily.

In our first attempt,to eXamine the .relalionship between TV
.

;

watching 'and the'learning,of sex. role stereotypes, one of my. .

qolleggues eTerry:Fruehl and I.obtained groups of heavy and light
.

television watchers at different ages. We sampled both boys and

girls` in
.6j

g'rades kindergarten, .2; talLand d. TOobtain groups of

9 *

high and low televiSionwatchers, we constructed a TV watching.survey-

Y'
form an thebasis of th\TV Guide for the preceding week in the

local St. Louis, viewing area ,A
kilist was made of ali,programs for-

all 6,ratiannels available'forthe preceding 7 dy.'Period. The list-

included the' name and time of the shoW°, along witithe channel on

which itwas shown. Children in'the two'older groups (grades 4-and
,

. 6) completed the survey forth in' class, but cflildreh.in the two

TT
younger groups book the fcirm 4bme, and it .was completed by their

tr, I

mothers. In completing the forms children (6;r their parents) were

a 0
t asked to check eacn program that was watched'-daring-the previixis

:

week',,and'to estimate both the number.ofihours the child, usually

watched per week and the typiCalness of
0
the previous weeks viewing,

t

Out of a total:of300 farms initially handed milt tO children at the

4 grade levels, 95 'were returned. Out of those subjects who re-
,

turned the survey farms`, groups of high and low TV watchers were

farmed by retaining those. whose viewing time for the previous week

was 25 hours or mdre, or,10hoUrs,or less.This was how' we pper-

ationall§ defied high and loi TV watchers. Fige males and five-

females at each grade level were wandomly chosen out of these
c



high and low TV watching groups to be included in -the balance of

the study. This provided 20 subjects at.each.grade level and a

total sample size of 80.. A: subject, was kept ih the study only if
.

his (her) previous week's viewing was estimated to'be typic&. of

usual.,yiewing4abits,and amount of viewing time. These'SubjeCts
4.

,wer then ,individually administered the-It test (Brown, 1956). The

ft test is a
?
ctuaaly a measure of sex typed toy or activity prefer-

,

ences.'
cr

The,chil_d is presented with a series of pairs of pictures

depicting various toys'or activities which are traditionally

ass. ociated,with either' masculine or fehlininesex roles, and is, asked

to indicate which of the two :a ustick'figure"-Cailed "It!' would
. .

prfer Whose of--you who. are familiar with this test rare aware

that t& It,ligure-, which is supposed to- he neutral with. respect.

to.its gender, actually has a male bias. However, .since this bias
. . #

should be operating siTilarlyfor,both'highand low TV watchers,

,the It test provides 'a good means of determining children's ;aware-

.

ness of stereotypes operating with res2ept to various toys and

othei,activities. Findings uSing'thiA insttplent-indicate that

children begin to demonstrate stereotyped preferences as early as
1

the 3rd or 4th -year. That is,. the boys begin to show preferenceS

for traditibnally masculine bactivities,cwhile the girls begin to

show preferences for traditionally feminine activities. These trends
. .

increase as the child gets, older.

The computed a 3-way analysis of variance on the children's

It test,sores; this included 4 levels -of grades, 2 levels of sex,

and 2 levels of viewing time. We found no sigliificant interaction

effects, but there were significant main, effects for all three

a
4)

O
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.independent variables. We found that older children were-more

. sex typ6d in their preferences 61anyounger children, (3, 64)

4;2,.p < .01. But this was anlexpectea'finding and of no' interest

for the present study. We also found that -boys appeared to be 'more

sex' typed in their.preferencesthan girls, F (1, 6,,4) = 31.2, p , .01

But again this finding May be accounted for:by the fact that the

It figure...probably has a' masculine bias and is not. really a. ntSutral

figure. The most important finding for our present concerns was
. .

,

that high TV °watchers had 'si4nificantly-higher scores on the It,

test than dim low TV watchers, -F, (a, 64Y = 193.6, p < .001. That
, --- k _

,

cis, children- who watched TV 25 or more ho4s.per,Week were signifi-
. .

. s

canity more 'likely than children watching ,lm hours or less per week

to say that.the It figure prefered activities associated tradi-
0

tionally with sex role stereotypeS of their on sex. The difference
. .

in mean It scores were very striking. Out of a maximum score of
.

84, the meahscore for high.T watchers was 72, while the mean for 9_
low watcners was only,11. So these findings suggested to- us that .

television,watching?does play an important role ii determining the

extent, to Which children learn information regarding sex stereotyped

behaviors. and attitudes. .The lack of any interaction effects in our

data suggests that this learning process is operating equally

strongly.for bothtolder and younger children, and for both sexes.

ae were surprised by the lack of any interaction with 'grade level,

Since we assumed that as hbavy TV watchers get older, they should

become increasingly /aware of sex role stereotypes.

Of course, the problem with such data is that the order of

influence operating could actually, be the opposite of. the one we
0 .

' " 1
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:would,,iikp to assume is operating. Or,' some thir"'d variable-which
,

,,

is highly correlated with amount of TV viewing time might be the

key variable which accounts for, the relationship between TV viewing
.

/?.
.
i time, and stereoiyp of sex rolep4eferencqs. For example., so,:ial

.,

.

class differences mi. t account'for the cia obtairied. Howe,sr,
1

all opf the subjects tested were dr.aWn froMI the same middle'lass

suburban §t. Louis area. There was not ,sufficient range im Social

-crass for this variable to account for the .findings. ff.hile we can-

not, draw any final conclusions about causality hhre, the .frequently

deme5nstrated power,; Of observational learning makes it very

cult not:t-O conclude that the acquisition of such sex tYped.toy and,y

activity preferences among both boys and blrls is strongly in-

fluenced.by the heavil sex typed behavior exhildted"by Male and_

female sex role models present in virtually allaspects.of tele-.

vision programming.

We haVe just r, cen't1y replickted this study using the same-set
.

of subjects usedoin the first study. We wanted ,to compare the

degree of sex-typing inthe current. toy and activity preferences -

among Children who remained heavy TV watch.e4p and those who

remained very light TV watchers over the "15 month period. We found
7 .

that 30%,of our original sample retained their original classifi-
,3

cation 15Thonths later. 35% of the heavy TV viewers remained.
-

.,
heavy viewers, and 75% of the light viewers'remained light viewers.

r ,Ther was also no appreciablp i

differerme between grade level's or

tile two sexes in thzdriconsistency in viewing time across this 15

mont period. InftraatiOn was obtained by the same Experirrienter

on TV watching hapits and sex,, role preferences (using the It 'test)

using the game procedure8 adopted in, the 'first study.

ti
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An ANOVA computed.g6n their time 2 It scores provided pretty

much-Ehe.same,picture provided by the initial study. Ti,at is,

high TV watchers were significantly, more sex-typed in their acti-

10

,_
vityrd tOy preferences on the It test than low TV watchers,

F (1, 48) = 13'8.7, p < .001. Similarly, older children were more
b

.
I

sex typed th n younger children F
7/

137 48) =y7.8,c' p- .001. The

i

,/

t . )

sex, difference present in the first study did pot appear at time,2., \. .
.

A9ain, these were no significlant-interaction effects. We then
c7= a . o

.computed a n2p,.2atedimeasures ANOVA.on.subjects' It test scores.
c

Thnonrepeated.factors were'TV v'ew ng time, sex of subject, and

ielgtjNe,,grade-level (I say relative becalthe all subjeas were a
0

II grade higher- at the time of the.teplication study; of course, thl
. b

relative differ nce in grade .levels was the same). The repeated'

factor vaStsubjedts'It spores at Time 1 and Tima 2. We expected

to find,t4at ,air subjects became .more seX'typed in their preferences

.over%the 15. month period (this 'positive relationship with,age

increase i 7us'ually found), but that children who were heavy TV
J ; .

watchers%'"at both testing'tirnes would have increased at a more

, raoid(rate than children who were light TV watchers at both testing

tithes. fact, hpwever we found the opposite order of change.

It spite. of the fact that high TV watchers showed more sex typed toy

and activity, preferences at both Time 1 and'Time 2, low TV watchers

dshoWed a significantly greater' increase in the amount of sex typing
o.

CA

-------

in their preferences than did high TV watchers F (1, 43) = 25.49,
( _

_
e/ p , .001. That is, while both high and lbw TV watchers became more

sex typed in their preferences at Time 2, low viewerdshowed

more is(f a change than high viewers. While this outcome s in the
'ie .

0
)1 st c 4

ly A
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opposite direction of the findiklgs -re expcctd

examination of the 'initial It scores obtained

of subjects made. it clear what was h-appeniny

scores at the initial testing were 72 for the

' 51 for the lOwviewers. Since the maximum score 7±,t
fi

is 84, there was cfearly a ceiling effect op rat...2 ?zu. a.-

is,tbecause of their initial very high It 13crrres,

Mess, room to show. a z increase- in sex typing a,t tnt. tilTr? of

testing. (Similarly, older Children `pad less room tui,ncre
o Cr

than younger children, and males Chad less. rom to increase
o

females.1,HSo the one tifihg which did become clear in tnis r,

cation is that 9some measure other than the It test is flecosozIry

to show the kogressive influenCe'on the acquisition of..knowledue

of sex role stereotypes that the heaVywiex;yinq of hiuhly.stetebtyp

TV prograffb, probably has. A loftgitudinal study of thi type with
a ,

younger children could miake s'ptisfctory use of the It te8t as a
, '-.4

,measure of
,

the acquisition of sex role stereotypes, buts if th te su!.1.
.

,

is begup With children as old as those used in ou? study, the heavy

TV viewers. will already have.beCOme so stereotyped in their pre-
--

.ferences that there will not be sufficient room, on the scat to
,()

. ,,,,

reflect changes in k.nopedge, of sex role stereotypes that must
( ,

actually bb occurring. I have just begun such a study usirlq child

attending the Fels nursery,school. the It' test should ref lecd al

'enriges in sex role preferences over time with a sample of

.this young. In this preschool study, we will also video tap.:,

-dhildren's free play behavior and rate the amount of sex

occurring in 'their overt behavior, as well as their stated actiy...

111

LO
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'preferencs, ThisviLligive U5 the first. data I know, of relating

TV viewing patterns bath to children's knowledge of sex role
. ,

and to' the ameunt of ste otyping demonstroited in=their
.

I(overt behaVior-

One of the difficulties, with,using the It test is that it is

restricted to'a measure of the amount of stereotypn.(4, in childrem's.

stated preferences for concrete' types of activities.' The co9crete-
%,

ness of the test accounts for the ceiling effect that occurs by the

6th ,grade,.. and makes it inadequate to test many aspects of a child's

knowledge -of 'sex role Stereotypes. We were -algo-interested in

children's expectations about how males and females differ along

more abstract dimensioxit, such-asmore'complex psycholbgical
- ,

characteriStiCs/. There Was one measure'that we cametacross which
ei

was designed to accomplish this end. It was developed, by Bennett.

(1973) at wake Forest University. Bennett used.san approach similar

to that used in the It test, but she used full bodied figures of a

male and femafOrather than a stick figure. Subjects are told a

number of 2 or 3 sentence stories and are then asked to point to

theiyure, that the story is aboUt. An example of one of her items

is "One of these people is a, shy person. They are quiet and afraid

to t,1K to others.. Which is the shy person?" Another item is "One

of these people is very sure of themself., They know they. will do

well in their new job. Which person is Sure of themself ? -" In
i

.
.

total, tnereare 24 such items. Twelve of, these tap such male
N.stereotypes as asse/rtiveness, self-confidence, ambitiousness,

0.
indepenence, dominalice, etc.; the rdmaining'12 tap such female

stereotypes as gentleness, emOtionality, talkativeness, meekness,
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etc. Categorization of these adjectives as,being associated with

a male or female sex steredtype.was based on college subjects'

judgment's of _a much larger group of adjectives as being typical of

males or females.
.

_ This Sex Stereotype measure was also administered to children

following the second administration of the It Test. So, while we

only had data/f-s this measure at Time 2, it did allow us to see

whether the findings obtained with the It test'extended to more

abstract psychological characteristics associated with the two

sexes. Also, since there are separate subtests for' kilowledge of

male and female stereotypes, we were able to relate TV watching
- ,

patterns to awareness of Stereotypes associated with each sex.

Three 4 x 2 x 2 ANOVAs were completed on subjects' stereotyped

responses on 'male items, female items, and all items combined. The

findings were very similar to those obtained using the Itttest. A

TV watching main effect was obtained for all three analyses. That

;

is, cnildren who watched 25 hours or more of TV a week both initially

and 15 month&.,1ater gave more -frequent stereotypea choices than

cnildren who watched 10 hours' or less a week on both occasions on

both the male items, [F (1, 48) = 22.7, p. < .001t, the female items

[f (1, 48)_= 61.9, p = ,/001] , and of course on items combined

[F (1, 411) = 96.8, p ,H.001]. A very interesting Grade x TV

'oaatching interaction( effect was also obtained on the male stereotype

.

items. qnile high TV watchers made progressively more frequent

stereotyped choices-on the. male items with ncreasing age, low TV

watchers actually showed a linear decrease in frequency of stereo-
,

.typed choices with inffeasing age. This suggests that children who

9 i
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are low TV watchers more readily learn as they get older that so

called "masculine" characteristics may actually be associated with

either sex. Since heavy TV watchers probably see these masculin
, 0

characteristics being depicted regularly on the TV screen, thdir

sex stereotypic perceptions are Maintainedand even strengthened.

While these findings consist of only correlational data, they

are highly suggestive that heavy TV viewing by children can play

a significant role in their acquisition of knowledge of sex stereo-
.

typed behaviors, attitudes and other complex psychological char

acteristics. Given the growing concern in this country with pro-

tecting children from development along stereotyped - lines, it may

be time to give sex typing in TV programs the same attention we

have recently given to TV aggression.
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